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Enrichment

NAME

9-1

Distance on the Earth’s Surface

As you learned in Lesson 9-1, lines of longitude on
Earth’s surface intersect at the North and South Poles.
A line of longitude that passes completely around Earth
is called a great circle
same circumference, found by calculating the 
circumference of a circle with Earth’s radius, 3963.2
miles. (Since Earth is slightly flattened at the poles, it
is not precisely spherical.  The difference is so small,
however, that for most purposes it can be ignored.)

1. Find the circumference of a great circle.

24,901.5 miles
On a great circle, position is measured in degrees north or south of
the equator.  Pittsburgh’s position of 40° 26’ N means that radii from
Earth’s center to Pittsburgh and to the point of intersection of the
equator and Pittsburgh’s longitude line form an angle of 40° 26’.
(See the figure above.)

2. Find the length of one degree of arc on a longitude line.

69.2 miles
3. Charleston, South Carolina (32° 46’ N), and Guayaquil, Ecuador
(2° 9’ S), both lie on Pittsburgh’s longitude line.  Find the distance
from Pittsburgh to each of the other cities.

530.3 miles;  2945.5 miles
Because circles of latitude are drawn parallel to the
equator, their radii and circumferences grow steadily
shorter as they approach the poles.  The length of one
degree of arc on a circle of latitude depends on how far
north or south of the equator the circle is located.  The
figure at the right shows a circle of latitude of radius 
located � degrees north of the equator.  Because the
radii of the equator and the circle of latitude are

parallel, m�NEO

gives r  R cos �, where 
Earth.

4. Find the radius and circumference of a circle of latitude located
70° north of the equator.

5. Find the length of one degree of arc on the circle described in
Exercise 4. 23.7 miles

6. Bangor, Maine, and Salem, Oregon, are both located at latitude
44° 50’ N.  Their respective longitudes are 68° 46’ and 123° 2’
west of Greenwich.  Find the distance from Bangor to Salem.

2662.0 miles
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Polar Coordinates

Graph each point.

1. (2.5, 0�) 2. (3, "135�) 3. ("1, "30�)

4.  "2, ! 4!! 5.  1, !54
 
!! 6.  2, "!23

 
!!

Graph each polar equation.

7. r 3 8. �  60� 9. r 4

Find the distance between the points with the given polar

coordinates.

10. P
1
(6, 90�) and P

2
(2, 130�) 11. P

1
("4, 85�) and P

2
(1, 105�)

4.65 4.95

Practice
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